
 

 

A Unique Anchoring Technique - That Ensures 
You Don’t Fall Back Into Old Habits and You Get 

Back to Good Habits at the Click of a Finger 
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Everybody loves that first moment we experience in a new project, 

love, or idea. That burst of motivation and momentum that flows 

through our veins is something worth living for. However, that rush 

will end, sooner or later, in a similar fashion as passion. That’s why 

so many New Years resolutions are stopped even before they 

actually begin. 

 

It doesn’t matter if you’re postponing that new athletic body or 

quitting smoking once again, it will happen. This is perfectly natural, 

as this initial burst of energy is so powerful, it tricks the human body 

to think it can sustain that state of mind for long. We really do feel 

unstoppable after having a new exciting project in our lives, firmly 

believing it will carry us through thick and thin. It’s something similar 

to saying “I surely can stay up all night” at 1 a.m. I’m sure we all did 

that one mistake at least once in our lives. 

 

Even though this incredible sensation will still pursue us to an 

extent, it will quickly fade. However, there are some different 

methods to accept these new habits, these new ways of thinking, of 

change and personal satisfaction.  



 

 

 

I’m sure everyone already experienced a story similar to the 

following one. We get up, and we tend to get excited about a new 

project, just like being healthy, waking up earlier or enjoying 

breakfast in a more timely manner. We even might be able to keep 

that schedule for days or even weeks, with everything going better 

that what we first anticipated. 

 

However, if we fail the strength to repeat that routine for 1 single 

day, it’s almost impossible to catch up. We quickly return to old 

habits, and everything comes crashing down from there. We wake 

up feeling tired, messing and postponing our usual meal time, 

taking a long nap, or not feeling like doing the new activities we 

were first so excited for. It’s so frustrating when you just give your 

all to improve and you are able to create a new form of habit, but all 

of a sudden, a little slip on the carpet and we wander back to all 

those old habits. 

 

Why does that happen? Well, as we previously discussed, the first 

burst of energy finally faded. The enthusiasm grew, and it came to 

halt after a few days or weeks. Doing something fresh and new, 

compared to our old life, is incredibly refreshing and energizing. So, 

here are some strategies to adopt new habits and stick with them! 

 



 

 

First of all, adjust. Don’t be too rigid about your schedule. Being 

organized is an excellent way to get things done, but don’t 

overextend your pretensions. Limiting your personal schedule to a 

set of defined hours 24/7 is a sure method to fail. Not even the 

greatest personalities in the world are able to follow a strict 

schedule - especially all those trying to follow a new habit in their 

lives! Everything should go and adapt to how you feel. If the world 

was purely theoretical, everything would be easier, but that’s just 

not how the world works. It’s impossible to predict how you’ll feel or 

react in the near future. 

 

Let’s take an example. Imagine you wake up too tired, and as such, 

you wish to wake up earlier. You try to wake up an hour earlier, so 

you set you alarm clock for that specified time and you go to bed. 

However, you don’t seem to be able to sleep, and the stress and 

struggle of “I need to go to sleep” thoughts only postpone your 

actual sleep. Go easier on yourself! Begin by going to bed 15 

minutes earlier. Then, feel free to adjust to your very own personal 

rhythm. It’s not easy to change habits. Some can do it in a quicker 

way, while others struggle changing old habits. However, don’t give 

up! Placing the bar incredibly high will only deter you from achieving 

your goal. Adapt and adjust your path to create a new habit! 

 

Second, embrace change, and actually change something! But 

always accept the fact that change is a gradual process. It doesn’t 



 

 

happen overnight, nor it happens after some weeks. It requires 

determination and commitment. It’s similar to what happens to 

Nature - it’s almost impossible to notice visible changes when we 

stare at it, but the world is surely different from what it was millions 

of years ago. Our mental state craves for change, even though we 

are always too scared to move forward and accept it.  

 

Third, use something called ‘loss aversion’ to your advantage. This 

theory postulates that the pain of losing something is greater than 

the pain of gaining something. This is very interesting, and it does 

make sense. We can’t be afraid os losing something we don’t have. 

That’s why love connections are so incredibly life-changing to 

anyone who experiences them. Before, there wasn’t anything, and 

everything seemed normal, life as usual. Then, everything changes. 

You actually fear the life you were so acquainted with - your worst 

fear is to go back to the ‘old life’, without that special person. The 

‘old life’, when you didn’t even knew that there was something 

better out there. This is called ‘loss aversion’. Apply this to your 

advantage! 

 

For example, for every time you lose an opportunity to make a new 

habit come true, put a dollar in a giveaway jar. For many people, 

this might do the trick, as it’s really powerful. Think about something 

positive to do with that dollar, like giving it to charity or to your 



 

 

child’s savings account. This way, it will be an easy win-win 

situation! If you lose, you son wins; if you win, everybody wins. 

 

Peer pressure can also be used to your advantage. Even though 

peer pressure is usually used as a bad analogy to bad habits like 

smoking, it can also be used the other way around. If you want to 

start reading more voraciously, think about joining a reading club, or 

having a virtual partner who can share with you what they read the 

previous day or week. If you want to lose weight, join in with some 

colleagues and go to the gym, or go jogging around your area. 

Motivation is always increasing with this method. You might 

concede and feel bad with yourself, but failing others is at a 

completely different level. We are social beings, and even though 

we might be more extroverted or introverted, we always want to feel 

loved and accepted. This is a very powerful force which can be 

used positively. 

 

Last but not least, remember that we will always have some 

inflection points. Those are the points when we are closer to give up 

or return to old habits. ‘The Power of Habits’ is a very interesting 

book written by Charles Duhigg. Mr. Duhigg analyzed a study of 

people undergoing knee or hip surgeries. All the participants had to 

plan their rehabilitation schedule. Those who anticipated weak 

points and planned where they thought they would fail were the 

most successful and recovered in the minimum recorded time. 



 

 

These inflection points might be something very specific on your 

agenda, like trying to lose weight and having your cabinet full of 

groceries and candy right beside your TV after a tiresome workout 

(the probability of falling back to old habits is very high in this 

inflection point). On the other hand, longer inflection points might 

also have a very deep impact in your struggle to create new habits. 

That’s what happens when we go on vacation. Usually, all the old 

habits come back, as we tend to relax and let our guard down. After 

all, it’s “just for one month.” However, this is one of the main 

reasons why old habits stick around, longer than what they were 

intended to. 

 

In the end, it all comes down to what fits right for you. If you want to 

create a unique anchoring technique, see what of the previous 

techniques ticks with you and resonates with your way of being. As 

we previously said, experiment and keep everything fresh and new! 

If the dollar technique doesn’t seem to be effective, adopt the peer 

pressure one. Not everyone values money or social status the 

same. 

 

You’re an unique individual who’s trying to learn something new, a 

new habit which will most certainly a pretty positive impact in your 

life. It doesn’t matter if it’s losing weight, if you’re trying to quit 

smoking or drinking, if you’re simply going to bed earlier: in the end, 

you’re learning a new habit, exchanging many different factors in 



 

 

your life. Remember, you’ll always have that inner voice silently 

seducing you to turn back to your old habits. When that happens, 

remember the technique that resonates with you and keep 

motivation high! There is nothing like a new life to explore, and 

investigating the new you is one of the best feeling in the world. 

Happy hunting! 

 

 


